To the light tower
A tailor-made telematics CAN solution for mobile lighting towers
combines different CAN components. With these, floodlights can be
remote controlled and monitored via the Internet.
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roemion’s
telematics
system for the remote
control of mobile lighting
systems increases the uptime of mobile lighting systems by minimizing the effort required for operating
the units. The company developed the solution in conjunction with U.S. mobile
floodlight manufacturer Allmand Bros. Inc. By interfacing Proemion’s web portal into Allmand floodlight
masts, control and monitoring of the floodlight systems can be performed
from a virtual console located apart from the physical floodlights, giving users operating advantages
and upside economics by
minimizing downtime and
emergency maintenance.
The monitoring and controlling of the mobile floodlight
system, which was demonstrated at the Bauma 2013
in Munich, was operated
from the Proemion premises located in Fulda, 400 km
away.
Allmand‘s
Night-Lite PRO V-Series is often
used under harsh conditions. The reliable function
of these mobile light poles
is critical to operating in difficult work environments
typically found at public
events, night construction
sites, emergency operations, mining and industrial
plants. Rarely is staff available that can take proper care of the floodlights
and ensure their correct
operation.
In a bid to ease operations, Allmand’s project
management approached
Proemion to develop a new
control system. The goal
was to simplify as many
basic functions, control
measures and system monitoring as possible. Allmand
came to Proemion with initial specifications of functional and non-functional
requirements. The team
of computer scientists and
software specialists solved
four tasks with the new control system that can be implemented in any location
worldwide:

Monitoring and reporting
of the operating conditions of the mobile floodlighting engine, mast
and fittings;
◆◆ Remote control of the
functions of the motor,
mast and lights;
◆◆ A web-based data
connection to perform
monitoring and control
functions for three user
groups: the operator,
who often rents the
units; the owner,
Allmand’s customer;
and Allmand, the
manufacturer;
◆◆ Data evaluation based
on each user group‘s
concerns.
On the hardware side,
three components were
combined into a CAN solution and integrated into the
floodlight masts. The CANlink UMTS 5302 transmits
all operating and diagnostic data between the CAN
network system and the
server at high transmission
rates, which are almost in real
time.
The CANsense I/O
unit monitors and controls
the lights, mast and fittings.
It is optimized for switching and digital power output
queries in mobile applications. Thanks to this module not only are the lights
controlled but also the hydraulic pump for the extension and retraction of
the mast. In addition CANsense I/O also monitors the
end position of the mast.
Necessary interlocks, for
example, turn off the hydraulic when the mast is
fully extended. It also transmits the relevant data between the CAN network
system of the monitored
system and the server.
The CANsense ECU
monitors and controls the
diesel engine, the preheating time, operation of the
control pedal, engine starts
and stops as well as hours
of operation, coolant temperature and oil pressure.
The server collects all data
sent via a web portal making maps and statistics
functioning available.
◆◆

Embedded
Figure 1: The system operator can retrieve the usage and maintenance information on the
web portal and operate the system remotely; operation is equally possible via PC, laptop
and smartphone
The web portal was
created as a controller for
the various user groups and
programmed according to
each user’s requirements.
A range of control functions,
audit and alarms, notification, statistics and display
functions are available.

Fuel gauge on
smartphones
All transmitted CAN data
are collected and treated on
the company owned server.
The Proemion web portal facilitates each user group in
their monitoring and control
of the floodlights according
to their own business reasons. The users can access their associated data
and controls from any PC,
laptop or smartphone from
anywhere.
The operator, who is
often the lessee of the system, can control one or several light poles via their user
interface on the web portal.
They can check the
fuel level, start the engine,
extend the mast, turn the
lights on or turn off in a few
seconds.
They can check the
coolant temperature and oil
pressure, the operating time
of the engine and bulbs, or
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turn off lights individually.
These routine operations,
grouping of multiple systems, and common control functions are possible
remotely.
The owner can monitor their entire fleet of systems, and especially note
the operating time of the
motors and lights to ensure
compliance with contractual
agreements.
Operations such as
fuel level checks, engine
starts, mast extends and
light turn offs are done in a
few seconds, even with several mobile floodlights. The
system triggers an alarm
or notification at low levels
or approaching inspection
dates to perform maintenance in a targeted manner,
and it is even possible to
track the device location in case of theft a helpful aid.
The manufacturer has access to important statistical
evaluations. They can view
the history of their products, which may include all
maintenance data that can
be used to improve manufacturing or determine improper use. The project
management predicts future
time-saving benefits for
the operator through saving them long walks and

a web-based console operation, causing a significant reduction in operating
expenses.
Thus, far greater functionality
and
efficiency
have been achieved. For
telematics specialists the
light poles project is a prime
example of a web-based
remote
monitoring
and
control system that can
be transferred to other devices and equipment for
other tasks and constraints.
The core of the task was
always the central operation and monitoring done
simultaneously at widely
dispersed and mobile work
places. The web-based operation can account for all
distance limits, while the
web portal can be aligned
to individual evaluation
concerns.

working hours and allowing an arbitrarily positioned control center machine control:
"Some other smart features
that we have planned as an
option and add-on to protect
all parties from harm and inconvenience are:
Light sensors that
automatically turn off when
daylight increases, which
saves fuel, bulbs and wear;
movement and wind sensors that cause the automatic retraction of the
telescopic mast to prevent
damage during strongwinds;
and
programming of specific functions
for defined periods of
time. "
Proemion has extended the operating concept of
the floodlight equipment to

Figure 2: Light towers are often used under harsh
conditions (Source: Allmand)
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